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The Home Office is increasingly a consideration by furniture consumers as the rate of home working continues to grow.
More and more people are defining areas in their homes as working areas and the need to hide away the 
clutter that can be created is fundamental, both from a desirable and practical point of view.

Security is also an issue “out of sight-out of mind” as well as being able to keep expensive and, in some cases, vital 
equipment out of the reach of young and inquisitive fingers. With this in mind Wood Bros have developed a range within
OLD CHARM to meet the needs of this niche but expanding market.

Home Office is a collection that offers functionality and style that can be used in a stand-alone situation but also offers
breadth to enable appropriate modern day solutions but in a traditional old English style. It has been designed with the 
latest technology in mind but not at the expense of being able to accommodate more established systems. Cable 
management and air ventilation have been well considered and provided for, as well as the storage of all the elements that
make up a modern day system.

THE HOME OFFICE COLLECTION



2669 COMPUTER WORKSTATION BASE
W 401⁄4” D 191⁄4” H 34”
102cm 49cm 86cm

2668 COMPUTER WORKSTATION TOP
W 401⁄4” D 151⁄2” H 271⁄4”
102cm 39cm 69cm

This can be used on its own or in conjunction with
the 2668 Top. Two sliding shelves – on each side - are
for a printer and scanner. Storage specifically for CDs
and DVDs is also provided. On the left hand side, a
neatly concealed push-opening side panel is provided
for accommodating a computer tower with 
appropriate provision for ventilating and wiring 
management. At the top there is a drawer that opens
and locks in place ensuring there is no movement 
during use. The drawer front drops down on a flexible
hinge creating a flat working surface.

A well thought out and suitable shallow
piece that, despite its size, is surprisingly 
unobtrusive. Inside, the space for a monitor 
is particularly generous to accommodate
the growing trend for larger and wider
monitors. There is also some useful 
shelving.



2083 BOOKCASE
W 32” D 11” H 50”
81cm 28cm 127cm

2665 BOOKCASE (Bottom Doors)
W 361⁄4” D 13” H 721⁄2”
92cm 33cm 184cm

2666 BOOKCASE (Open)
W 361⁄4” D 13” H 721⁄2”
92cm 33cm 184cm

2006 DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESK
W 501⁄2” D 24” H 311⁄2”
128cm 61cm 80cm

2479 DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESK
W 60” D 32” H 311⁄2”
152.5cm 81cm 80cm

2664 BOOKCASE (LL Top Doors )
W 361⁄4” D 13” H 721⁄2”
92cm 33cm 184cm

An open bookcase occupies the top two thirds with a 
double cupboard under. Wiring management is included in
this piece to enable the use of HiFi and flat screen 
televisions. A completely open bookcase (2666) is also
available.

A desk that to the eye looks no different to any other
but - open the cupboard and, to the left, you will find
space for a computer tower with the necessary access
for cabling and ventilation to allow the necessary 
airflow. Open the right cupboard and you will find two
sliding shelves for a printer and scanner. In the top of
the desk, provision for wiring management has been
included for both right and left handed use.

2667 COMPUTER DESK
W 593⁄4” D 30” H 30”
152cm 76cm 76cm

This piece has leaded light doors with cupboard space under.
All the bookcases in this collection have been designed in a
modular fashion so no jointing is required to incorporate an
extending run.



2656 LADIES BUREAU
W 213⁄4” D 161⁄4” H391⁄2”
55cm 41cm 100cm
(As featured in the main photograph on this page)

2075 FILING CABINET
W 20” D 241⁄2” H 30”
51cm 62cm 76cm

1748 BUREAU
W 291⁄2” D 19” H 381⁄2”
75cm 48cm 98cm

2380 COMPUTER BUREAU
W 341⁄4” D 24” H 451⁄2”
87cm 61cm 116cm

Featuring an anti tilt mechanism, two
filing drawers and an offset security
lock. The height of the cabinet matches
the Computer desk and therefore
provides additional work surface.

A practical compact size when opened
provides for laptop, notebook storage
with appropriate wiring management
and ventilation.

Please note: the configuration 
of the bottom cupboard allows
both a horizontal and vertival
hard drive.Both horizontal
shelves are removable.
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The Wood Bros Furniture Collections

Tudor Brown               Vintage                  Light Oak

The Home Office Collection from Old Charm is made to 
the same exacting standards that decades of quality, design

and finish determine.

Fine selections of top quality oak are used and available in 
three rich finishes that accentuate the natural beauty of 

the wood grain.


